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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Today in a world which promotes materialism and mass 
production there is a fear that man is being led into a 
conformity which will stifle his creativity. The stimu-
lation of creativity is essential if our culture and society 
are to continue to grow and contribute to the enrichment of 
future generations. 
There is a dual purpose to this thesis. First an 
attempt will be made to determine the effectiveness of 
music as a motivating factor in stimulating creative 
writing and second an effort will be made to determine 
whether proofreading will affect the quality of fifth and 
sixth graders 1 creative writing. 
Five long range lesson plans were established to 
indicate the procedure to be followed during a five week 
period. The format for using music as motivation was 
similar in each lesson. The lessons varied in those 
portions planned to improve the quality of elaborative 
thinking, expression of ideas and structural design. Plans 
for teaching techniques of proofreading were indicated for 
one day each week. 
2 
The Anderson scale1 was used to evaluate originality, 
vocabulary, organization and elaborative thinking. At the 
conclusion of the five lessons, it is hoped the quality of 
elaborative thinking, and expression of ideas as well as 
the structural quality of the students' writing will have 
improved. 
1EJ..eanor Margery Anderson et al., "Construction and 
Evaluation of a Scale for Creative Writing" (Unpublished 
Master's thesis, Boston University, Boston, 1957), p. 118. 
See Appendix A. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW' OF THE LITERATURE 
THE MEANING OF CREATIVE WRITING 
The word "creative" as applied to writing as a separate 
entity of the Language Arts program causes debate. Webster1 
defines "creativen as, "able to create, esp., having or 
showing the power to produce original work as in literature. 11 
Research supports Dawson's and Zollinger's2 statement in 
1957. 
To some extent authorities disagree as to what con-
stitutes creative language. Some insist that the 
ideas expressed must be unique, that the phrasing of 
them must be completely original, and that presumably 
there is nothing utilitarian in the purpose of the 
person expressing these ideas. Creativity in their 
opinion, resides in the ability (1) to think up 
viewpoints or conceptions that have not been ex-
pressed before or, at least, are unknown to the 
speaker or writer and (2) to phrase an old idea in an 
entirely fresh manner. Moreover, they believe that 
the expression should have no useful purpose, such as 
the exchange of ideas or experiences through a letter 
or a report, but should be the result of some inner 
emotional reaction to an experience ••• and should 
therefore, come quite spontaneously without any 
utilitarian implications. 
Other authorities are less insistent on unique-
ness, they maintain that whatever a person says in 
his own individual way, even for utilitarian purposes 
at times is creative. 
1Webster's Student Dictionary (New York: American Book 
Company, 1938). 
2Mildred A. Dawson and Marian Zollinge~, Guiding Lansuase 
Learning (Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York: World Book Company, 
1957), p. 429. 
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Since the late twenties when definite deviation from 
the traditional approach to composition as a formalized 
writing exercise occurred, elementary schools have discussed 
"Creative Writing" w1 th an emphasis on enoouragement of 
personal ncrea.tivit;y" in al.l children. At that time Mearns3 
wrote: 
These journeyings about the country- have brought 
me to a surer knowledge of the ways and means of 
enticing the creative spirit to expose its unsus-
pecting powers; but mainly they· have shown me that the 
schools everywhere are putting on the latest styles in 
education. With characteristic hustle America has 
suadenly adopted 'creative work.' Undoubtedly two 
great natural urges of childhood, to draw and to 
write, have been allowed gratification. The results 
in better developed personal.ities are good, but I seem 
to notice among teachers and administrators a satis-
faction with the natural product. If a child paints a 
picture or writes a rhyme, that seems to conclude the 
educational obligation of the school •••• My sympathy is 
wholly with the attempt they are making to give a 
chance to the individual personality, so in all kind-
ness I ask: Is it not the business of education to 
improve ability, to add to strength, to secure superior 
results? 
What is creativity; can it be taught? MacLeish,4 in 
lecturing "On the Teaching of Writing," announces: 
Everybody knows that 'creative writing'--which 
means the use of words as a material of art--can't be 
taught •••• To teach you have to have a sub~ect. But 
there is no subject to 'creative writing: there is 
3Hughes Mearnes, Creative Power (Garden City, N.Y.: 
Doubleday, Doran and Company, Inc., 1929), p. 47. 
4A.rch1bald MacLeish, "On the Teaching of Writing," 
Writing in America, John Fisher and Robert B. Silvers (eds.) 
(New Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers University Press, 1960), p. 88. 
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onl{ an object: that boy--I say that boy because there 
ian t apt to be more than one in a year ••• or even ten. 
Applegate5 agrees With MacLeish that creative writing cannot 
be taught, but she does believe that it can be released and 
guided. She is also more generous for she would find~ a 
spark of creativity in all children: 
Thist in essence, is the job of the teacher--to 
release inner power into productive outer channels. 
Writing starts from ideas,--and children are full of 
ideas. 
Observation reveals, however, that, after thirty years of 
striving to induce creativity, the products of "creative 
writing" are often patterned and stereotyped. All the 
children's paintings tend to reflect a single, basis struc-
ture. Their stories, also, show little variety in form and 
often 1n content. The question goes back to Mearns: Is the 
product the concern, or the process? 
Contemporary research on creativity in science and in 
relation to personality development raises questions !or 
teachers about the total school program. Scholars in many 
fields have been examining the concept of creativity. 
Creativity has been analyzed in terms of product, process 
and personality development. For the last fifteen years a 
group known as "Synectics"6 has been experimenting in 
5-Mauree Applegate, Helpins Children Write (LaCrosse, 
Wisconsin: Row Peterson and Co., 1954), p. 26. 
6William J. J. Gordan, Synectics, The Develo~ment of 
CreatiVf Capacity (New York: Ha~er and-aros., 19 1). --
6 
training creative capacity. They work on the theory that 
creative efficiency in people can be increased if they 
understand the psychological process by Which people operate, 
and that in the creative process the emotional component is 
more important than the intellectual, the irrational more 
important than the rational. Synectics has broad impli-
cations for the sciences, the arts, and education as well as 
management, according to the authors. 
Among the characteristics of the creative personality, 
according to Guilford7, are: fluency, flexibility, origi-
nality (in the general category of divergent thinking), 
sensitivity to problems and redefinition. Additional 
characteristics are: sense of humor, ability to tolerate 
ambiguity, independence and curiosity. 
Although the limitations of this paper make it impossi-
ble to e%plore the complexity of th~ problem as it is being 
developed in research or to examine the role of our culture 
in the development of creativity, cross cultural studies do 
help to clarify creativity as Mead's8 definition of the term 
"creativity" shows: 
7J. R. Guilford, "Traits of Creativity," Creativity ,!W! 
!!! OUl ti vation, ed. H. H. Anderson (New York: Harper 
Brothers, 1959), p. 157. 
B:Margaret Mead, "Creati v1 ty in Cross Cultural Perspec-
tives,"~., p. 222. 
••• a statement of process in the individual: to the 
extent that a person makes, invents, or thinks of 
something that is new to him, he may be said to have 
performed a creative act. 
In speaking of observations she made among the Manus, she 
develops her meaning further: 
It is clear that freedom was not enough to provide 
for more than an initial creative effort, which then 
became repetitious •••• The importance of some kind of 
style for even the Arapesh Oulture ••• added to my 
sense of the importance of form, w1 thin which the 
impulses to make something new could be channeled 
and given meaning. 
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For the purpose of this paper the writers will utilize 
the approach to creative writing suggested by Strickland:9 
It is true in the intermediate grades as in the 
primary grades that creative writing differs from 
practical writing in emphasis and teaching techniques 
as well as in the content and form which it employs. 
The development of skills and the teaching of written 
form are taken care of in the practical writing, 
while creat1 ve wr1 ting !!. free writing !111a !a!, 
emphasis ~ ori~inality and style. A creative pro-
duct is a child s own and is satisfactory when he is 
satisfied with it. Gradually, as skills become well 
developed and knowledge well assimulated, what is 
learned in practical Writing is carried over and 
applied in imaginative and creative writing. 
The writers will, however, by future experiments attempt to 
limit and control the quality of the product as suggested by 
Mearns: 10 
I have suggested a way to increase enormously the 
potential power of the creative product, or, rather 
to draw more powerful achievement from a greater 
9Ruth G. Strickland, lh!, Language !£l! (Boston: D. c. 
Heath and Company, 1957), p. 331. 
1 ~earns, op. cit., p. 254. 
depth of personality. The picture is that of the 
teacher playing her special kind of admiration upon 
the best work of a group, skillfully and unobtru-
sively drawing attention to it, deliberately per-
mitting it to stay in the mind like a well placed 
advertisement. 
IMAGINATION IN RELATION TO CREATIVE WRITING 
When discussing creative writing, a major factor to be 
considered is imagination. There are many definitions of 
imagination and Prescott11 suggests: 
The imagination is, in a word, the eye of the mind--
the mental or ideal counterpart of the bodily eye; 
and it is employed most readily when the bodily eye 
is in abeyance or rest. 
8 
Relating imagination to the senses, Colvin and Bagley12 
aver the imagination is, " ••• the consciousness of an object 
of sensory experience with the additional consciousness that 
this object is not immediately present to the senses." There 
are many sources of imagination: memory, emotions and 
ideals. Prescott13 believes that imagination may draw upon 
recent matters but its true inspiring source is the past and 
emotion must be involved. 
11 Frederick Prescott, The Poetic Mind (New York: 
Macmillan Company, 1926), p:-139. ----
12stephen Colvin and William Bagley, Human Behavior 
(New York: Macmillan Company, 1929), p. 157. 
13prescott, op. cit., p. 156. 
Satre14 takes a different position and believes an 
"essential requisite in order that a consciousness may be 
able to imagine must be the possibility of positing an 
hypothesis of unreality." In further discussion satre15 
writes: 
For a consciousness to be able to imagine it must be 
able to escape from the world by its very nature, it 
must be able by its own efforts to withdraw from the 
world. In a word it must be free. 
9 
Some authorities assert that imagination involves 
association with experienc~. L. Crow and A. Crow16 believe 
that in creative thinking the same processes are utilized 
as in other forms of thinking: experience, association and 
expression. Mental impressions are recalled, reflected 
upon, and applied. From this process arises creative expres-
sion and appreciation. The authors of this theory suggest 
that the stages of creative thinking include preparation, a 
time of incubation and finally insight. L. Crow and A. Crow17 
continue their discussion by adding that there are two dis-
tinct characteristics of creative thinking: first, original 
outcome and second, irregular and unpredictable thinking 
14Jean-Paul Satre, The Psfcholog~ of Imagination (New 
York: The Citadel Press:-T961 , p. 2 5~ 
15 IDJ!., p. 267. 
16Lester D. Crow and Alice Crow, Educational Psychology 
(New York: The American Book Company, 1948}, p. 312. 
17llli., p. 314. 
" 
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procedure. 
Wilhelm Wun~ 8 says there are two definite forms of 
development of imagination. The first form is passive and 
arises from memory and appears continually in the train of 
thought, especially in anticipation of the future. It may 
appear as a representation in thought of imaginary situations 
of external phenomena. The second form is active and is 
under the influence of a fixed idea of some end, and there-
fore, presupposes a high degree of voluntary control over 
the images of imagination. There is a strong interference 
of memory images that tend to push themselves into con-
sciousness without voluntary action. 
Prescott19 also avers that there are two types of 
imagination, the reproductive and productive. The repro-
ductive presents to the mind actual images as remembered; 
and the productive makes over actual images, combining them 
with earlier experiences to form new ones, ideal in nature. 
Frequently, imagination involves the process of forming 
images. On this subject Prescott20 suggests: 
In the formation of a mental image evidently two factors 
may enter; first the objective reality--that is a sen-
sation or recollection of one,--this being always 
subject to immediate modification; and secondly as 
modifying it, the mind itself--in its content, that is 
acquired images. 
1Bwilhelm WUndt, Outlines 2! Psychologz (Leipzig: Alfred 
Kroner, 1890), pp. 300-301. 
19Prescott, 2£• £!!., p. 145. 
20 !B!S.. ' p • 1 46 • 
Prescott21 adds: 
The images formed by the imagination ••• are the pro-
ducts of the interplay of two elements, entering in 
different degrees; in the first place the external 
experience, and secondly the mind, quickened and 
heightened by emotion, modifying this experience 
little or m.ch, abstracting, endowing, shaping, and 
creating to suit its own purpose. 
1 1 
Satre22 suggests that an image, as long as it is imagined 
differs in nature from the type of existence grasped as real. 
Usually, when writing creatively, a child will involve 
fictional characters. Prescott23 says a child imagines with 
greatest ease that he is a pirate, cowboy or crusader, and 
sometimes he will act out the part attempting to realize the 
composite character in play. Sometimes the character is a 
hero and occasionally a child will be deceived and take his 
imaginative actions to be true. Along this same line of 
thought Presoott24 continues his theory by saying: 
••• although fictional characters, acting in their 
appropriate backgrounds draw their elements from many 
different originals and courses in the author's mind, 
these elements are not consciously assembled and 
combined, but are rather tused by an unobserved 
momentary process, to form unified and organized 
wholes. Just as an external scene presents itself 
to the eye and may be described, ideal scenes present 
themselves to the imagination, or eye of the mind, 
and the author has only to look and write. 
21~., p. 150. 
22 6 Satre, ~' cit., p. 2 1. 
23prescott, ~· £!!., p. 146. 
24 ~., p. 213. 
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Definitions of imagination and a discussion of images 
have been presented thus far, and a final consideration of 
creative writing in relation to imagination is the possible 
value of stimulating the imaginative process and the outcomes 
of the stimulation. Pitts25 suggests: 
The growing personality has the potential capacity to 
achieve still higher reaches of perception, under-
standing and appreciation through the magical power to 
imagine the unseen calls for greater extensions of the 
self than is required in siltlllations where physical and 
emotional values are the dominant elements. 
McMillan26 says the creation should and must be 
encouraged because creation enriches life. She strongly 
believes education has no higher duty than to encourage 
creation. 
FACTORS TO BE CONSIDERED IN STIMULATING 
CREATIVE WRITING 
Whether education should be concerned with creativity 
as a process or a product contributes to the problem of how 
to stimulate creativity in children. The easy way is to 
suggest that education is concerned to some degree with each, 
since contemporary literature merely poses the question but 
does not answer it. The problem itself is important to this 
2~ila .B~lle Pitts, ~ Music Curriculum !!,! ~ Changing 
World (New York: Silver .Burdett Company, 1944), p. 73. 
26E11een McMillan, GuidiAB Children's Growth Through 
Music (.Boston: Ginn and Company, 1959), p. 101. 
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paper only insofar as it must later be joined with the crucial 
problem of evaluating the product. 
In attempting to classify the various factors imme-
diately concerned with stimulating creativity in children 
the following categories pertain and will be elaborated on 
briefly: (1) creativity, as influenced by environment, {2) 
creativity, as effected by a child's responses to persons 
and to things, (3) the open versus the closedSfstem, as 
applied to classroom atmosphere and climate, (4) relation-
ship of the unconscious to creatiVity. 
A wide selection of means for establishing the right 
physical setting to stimulate creativity in children is 
offered by various authors, ranging from Mearns' concern 
with nearly the total school situation to the specific 
material suggestions to be found in good professional maga-
zines. The following ideas offered by Dawson and Zollinger27 
are typical: 
A teacher will constantly develop and utilize 
opportunities to encourage her pupils creatively. 
For instance, she will provide a rich environment, 
pictures, books, movies, trips, and varied materials 
with which to be creative such as a play corner, a 
collection of tunny masks, a bulletin board for 
posting children's pictures or original verse and 
stories or a tacked up tagboard portfolio where 
children may unobtrusively drop their creative pro-
duction •••• A requisite for encouraging creative 
expression is rich living at school and at home. 
Only as the child builds him~elf up an abundant 
27nawson and Zollinger, ~· £!!., pp. 437-439. 
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store of ideas and vivid impressions can he express 
himself creatively. In the first place he must have 
varied experiences in Which he observes and discusses 
meaningfully. He must be helped to observe and inter-
pret phenomena and processes about him so that the 
obvious becomes meaningful; for instance, noting the 
formation of buds in spring ••• he must have many 
vicarious experiences as he watches film strips, and 
movies, looks at pictures, listens to descriptions 
and explanations, and reads or hears scores ••• both 
real and vicarious experience is needed in a program 
designed to stimulate creative expression. 
The admonition that certain environmental conditions are 
essential and conducive to creative expression is repeated 
by Greene and Petty:28 
A major factor in the development and encouragement 
of this urge (to share his thoughts and feelings with 
others) is to be found in the quality of the child's 
environment. Naturally this environment must be rich 
and stimulating. Beauty in and near the classroom, 
artistic displays, science tables, lovely music and 
shelves of attractive books are all parts of this 
stimulating environment. 
The classroom should also be open to a tremendous 
range of appropriate resources, other teachers, specialists, 
parents, younger children and a variety of teaching aids and 
materials. No form of arranged or natural environment in 
itself, however, insures a clear road to creativity. The 
crucial factor no doubt is the way the teacher interacts 
with the children. The kind of teacher most likely to 
inspire children to write creatively as Dawson and Zoll1nger29 
28Harry A. Greene and Walter T. Petty, Developing 
Language Skills ~ ~ Elementary Schools (Boston: Allyn and 
Bacon, 1959), p. 133. 
29Dawson and Zollinger, ~· £!!., p. 435. 
note: 
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••• must be an appreciative, understanding person who 
not only savors the original expression of her pupils 
but who may, on occasion herself be spontaneously 
creative ••• an approving smile, a friendly word of 
praise or an exclamation of surprised appreciation 
encourages the child to feel secure and successful, 
free to give vent to his moods and ideas. 
A well written and stimulating source for teachers, con-
taining practical and specific suggestions for stimulating 
children to creative writing, is Applegate's3° Easy~ 
English. Her thesis for this book is: 
••• that creative imagination is the chief tool of this 
closely knit world. Men cannot live well together in 
one world until they learn to walk in each other's 
shoes ••• true empathy comes only to those who £2 2Y! 
~ ~ ~ feel through the eyes of imagination. 
The need for empathy on the part of children is stated 
widely, but as Rogers31 suggests in formulating his theory 
on creativity, it is a feeling teachers must also acquire. 
He believes teachers foster creativity by: 
••• setting up conditions of psychological safety and 
freedom ••• Psychological freedom ••• may be established 
by three associational processes,--1. accepting the 
individual as of unconditional worth, 2. providi~ a 
climate in which external evaluation is absent. (He 
notes a difference between evaluation and reaction ••• 
'I don't like' is a reaction), 3. Understanding 
empathically ••• as when a teacher permits an individual 
complete freedom of symbolic expression ••• This per-
missiveness gives the person complete freedom to 
30Mauree Applegate, ~sy !a English (Evanston, Illinois: 
Row Peterson and Co., 1960 , p. 10. 
31car~ R. Rogers, 11 Toward a Theory of Creativity,lt 
Anderson,~· cit., pp. 78-80. 
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think, to feel, to be whatever is most inward within 
himself. It fosters openness and the playful and 
spontaneous juggling of percepts, concepts and meanings 
which are part of creativ1ty ••• It is permission to be 
free which also means one is responsible. It is then 
this type of freedom--responsibility to oneself which 
fosters the development of a secure locus of evaluation 
within oneself and tends to bring about the inner con-
ditions of constructive creativity. 
That the problem of self expression is as much a problem 
of self as of expression32, is as true a statement today, as 
it was thirty years ago. There must be developed some kind 
of self to describe. The problem of creative thinking for 
the purpose of creative writing becomes the problem of 
developing that self by direct stimulation of the imagination, 
of judgment, and of the senses. 
A permissive atmosphere, school climate, or open system 
as opposed to a closed system (often termed traditional) is 
noted at length by many authorities. The open system is one 
in which a person finds security and mutual stimulation in 
his relations with others. It encourages a person to be 
himself,--the ideal environment for creativity. Some 
authorities simply mention that the climate should be re-
laxed, friendly and cooperative. Anderson33 adds that in 
order to produce creativity the permissive atmosphere must 
32An Experience curriculum in English, A Report of the 
Nationar-couneil of Teachers of English (New York: Appleton-
Century-Crofts, 1933), p. 115. 
33H. H. Anderson, ncreativ1ty as Personality Development, 11 
Anderson (ed.), ££.£11., p. 141. 
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include: 
••• intense invigorating stimulation through confronting 
and free interplay of differences. It is only partly 
true to say that one can be: as creative as one's en-
vironment permits. In addition to spontaneity there 
must be interaction with one's environment, social 
learning, social invention, and a progressing and 
developing wholeness, harmony and integration. 
Since the writers hope to concentrate on music as a 
stimulus in releasing the free flow of ideas that will form 
into creative writing, some conception of the interpretations 
of the relationships of the unconscious to the stream of 
consciousness must be examined. Freud, as the originator of 
the idea of the function of the unconscious, saw only nega-
tive functions, often representing ugly instincts, to be 
found in the unconscious. "Synectics,"34 through experi-
mentations, has shown that useful technological inventions 
obtain. Although their findings in regard to the effect 
their methods have on stimulating the fine arts, notably 
painting, are inconclusive, the tentative experiments they 
have tried would seem to indicate that some things of good-
ness and beauty can emanate from the unconscious. 
EFFECT OJ CREATIVE WRITING ON THE CHILD'S GROWTH 
When writing creatively, Applegate35 says that the 
child will usually choose to write about one or more of the 
34Gordan, .2R.• .211· 
35Applegate, Easy~ English, .2R.· £!1., pp. 251-261. 
following areas: self, pets, humor, action, quiet things, 
what the senses suggest, nature, or characterizations of 
18 
people they know. But the important consideration at hand is 
what is the effect on the child's growth when he writes about 
one or all of the suggested areas. 
One important effect is originality of expression. 
Tidyman and Butterfield36 aver that when writing creatively 
a student will express his own mental or emotional reactions, 
and not report the thoughts and feelings of others. This is 
important because creativity is definitely a release. 
Dawson37 suggests in addition to release a student experi-
ences a feeling of achievement and the genuine pleasure of 
sharing thoughts with others. 
Baker38 asserts the values of creativeness are in three 
different areas: it develops confidence, it stimulates 
observation and encourages independent thinking and adequate 
expression. 
In agreement with Baker's theory, Tidyman and Butter-
36willard F. Tidyman and Marguerite Butterfield, 
Teaching the Lapguage !£:E! (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 
1951), p.1S'g. 
37Mildred Dawson, Teachipg L~uage !a ~ Grades 
(Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York: Wor~Book Company, 1951), 
p. 248. 
38zelma w. Baker, ~ Language ~. the Child and la! 
Teacher (San Francisco: Fearon Publishers,-r955), p.-s4. 
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field39 stress the importance of a child expressing himself 
adequately and believe language development is an outgrowth 
of this expression. They say: 
While the primary outcomes of creative writing are 
enriching experience and enjo,ment of literature, such 
an activity also makes distinct contributions to lan-
guage development. Satisfying work requires, in the 
first place, a particular idea, thought, feeling, or 
moods worthy of expression. In the second place, the 
form of expression requires particular attention. 
Colorful words and phrases express thought and feelings 
clearly and beautifully; comparisons and figures of 
speech add vividness; balanced sentences, inverted 
constructions, direct discourse, repetitions, and 
rhyme are used to good effect. Organization and 
interesting details and clarity, completeness and 
vividness. 
The final value of creative writing is a growing aware-
ness and sensitivity of aesthetics. Tidyman and Butterfield40 
aver "it increases sensitivity to and capacity for the enjoy-
ment of beauty in people and things •••• n 
IMPROVING CREATIVE WHITING THROUGH PROOFREADING 
The pursuit of excellence in all education since 
Sputnik flashed across the heavens has been the prime concern 
of many articles in both professional and non-professional 
literature. No branch of the curriculum has escaped sharp 
analysis and criticism. Language Arts, as such, have had a 
fair share of this analysis and criticism. Not only have 
39Tidyman and Butterfield, ~· £!!., p. 202. 
40Ibid., p. 200. 
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the subjective, emotional, inspirational and aesthetic quali-
ties and aspects been touched upon, but also, science, with 
its objectivity and control, has superimposed its values. 
Jewett, 41 as director of an N.E.A. English Composition 
Project, reports: 
If there is one criticism of American education 
that most teachers, professors, and deans accept as 
honest and fair, it is that high school students do 
not write as clearly, concisely, and correctly as they 
should. The serious after-effects of inadequate com-
position instruction in secondary schools are revealed 
by the fact that approximately seventy per cent of 
American colleges and universities are required to 
offer remedial work in English and that a high per-
centage of students fail the college entrance tests in 
English (150,000 in 1960). 
That this has pertinence for elementary schools is based 
on the "chain of blame" which eventually lays most faults of 
education at the elementary doorstep. Rather than lose all 
that has been won in the field of' creative writing and have 
a return to pure traditional methods, wisdom dictates that a 
compromise be made and the products of' creative writing sub-
mitted to some refinement and polishing to a degree of' 
sophistication befitting the level of ability of the group 
involved in the effort. 
Mearns42 characterizes refining the product as part of 
the creative act itself: 
41Arno Jewett, "Improving the Quality of English Com-
position," ma Journal, LI, 9 (December, 1962), p. 8. 
4 . 
2Mearns, ~· £!!., p. 10. 
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Long after the script has been done, the thing winds 
and unwinds through the waking acts and thoughts; con-
stant mental revision goes on; rereadings must be made, 
addends, elisions, expandings, interpolations, all 
these trouble and torture. Interest dies and revulsion 
takes place, but the driving force of patching and re-
modeling goes on. Oh, those who fashion creative stuff 
out of the welter of consciousness, they know what that 
interest is and accordingly as they know, they both 
love and tear it. 
Mearns43 speaks many times throughout his volume of the 
methods he used to help children edit their own material. 
He says that it takes time and much experience to spot the 
good within the bad of any piece of writing. He also bemoans 
the tact that self expression is often taken for creativity 
and allowed to survive in rough form. 
Greene and Petty44 offer suggestions for self editing: 
The child should learn to examine carefully what he has 
written in terms of selection of the ideas or infor-
mation, effectiveness of organization, clarity of ex-
pression and courtesy to readers including legibility 
ot writing, correct spelling, punctuation and usage. 
Most authors agree that pupils do not learn to write 
correctly and effectively when teachers put corrections on 
papers, but they do improve when pupils make the corrections 
themselves. Teaching an editorial approach and the ability 
to proofread carefully, after putting the main emphasis on 
content, is of utmost importance. Depending on the child, 
and the school situation, proofreading may be done in groups 
43Ibid • 
........... 
44Greene and Petty, ~· £!!., p. 295. 
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or by the individual. The idea of a pupil's testing his 
paper for the group's reaction or for another individual's 
reaction found favor with some authors. Furthermore, they 
suggest that it is fairly simple to guide pupils into an 
attitude of concern for writing success by developing a 
reference to standards which have been established by the 
class, and later to personal standards set by the pupil him-
self. McKee45 insists that the child must do his own 
editing: 
If he does not do this thinking and changing and re-
writing, the chances are good that his first draft will 
have supplied him with harmful practice in writing 
poorly. It is by this correcting, improving and 
changing or rewriting that the pupil learns to write 
well. He learns to write well, not so much by writing 
first drafts about many topics as by the right sort of 
proofreading and rewriting what he has written. 
Dawson, 46 on the other hand, has found: 
••• socialized correction to be an effective means of 
eradicating individual language weaknesses. Here com-
positions are copied on the blackboard with all defects 
and errors duplicated. The pupil-author makes what 
improvements he can; his classmates then cooperate in 
suggesting other improvements while the pupil-author 
makes revisions on his original p~per. 
45paul McKee, ".t.n Adequate Program in the Language 
Arts," Teaching Language !t!, lli Elementary Schools, Forty-
third.Yearbook of the National Society for the study of Edu-
cation, Part III (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1944), 
pp. 34-35. 
4~ildred A. Dawson, Individu ization !a ~ Language 
Arts, Language Arts Leaflet 3 Yonkers-on-Hudson, N.Y.: 
iOrld Book Company, 1949), p. 1. 
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Applegate47, however, is quite clear in her suggestions for 
individual improvement even though she states adamantly that 
in the first draft of any creative paper no attention should 
be paid to the mechanics of writing or spelling. She feels 
the child must first get ideas down on paper in no matter 
what form. Then she feels: 
A teacher must have so trained the children to proof-
read their papers that they feel guilty if they fail 
to do it. Just looking back at a paper is not enough. 
Papers must be reread each time with a different pur-
pose in mind. Proofreaders who are looking for just 
any error overlook more than they see. 
Applegate furthermore agrees with Mearns that time should 
elapse between the act of proofreading and the original 
draft. She advises the teacher to set up a set of standards 
of references based on the needs of the class. The typical 
list she has supplied, with a running explanation tor child-
ren is most helpfUl. Briefly the steps she suggests are: 
(1) rereading for sentence sense, (2) rereading for punc-
tuation, (3) rereading to make general words specific and 
vague word-pictures clear, (4) rereading for misspelled 
words, (5) checking tor little things (such as margins), 
(6) copying the corrected paper. 
To teach children to write their own language as clearly 
and effectively as they can with full regard for the conven-
tions of usage and in good taste is in the final analysis as 
47 Applegate, Easy la !neil ish, .212.• ill·, pp. 475-478. 
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much a goal of creative writing as of any of the other forms 
of the Language Arts. 
MUSIC IN RELATION TO CREATIVE WRITING 
One medium through which creativity and emotion can be 
evoked is through music. Spalding48 suggests: 
Just as there can be no really great art without 
passion, so we cannot imagine music without all the 
emotions of mankind; their loves, joys, sorrows, 
hatreds, ideals and subtle fancies. Music, in fact, 
is a presentation of emotional experience, fashioned 
and controlled by an overruling intellectual power. 
An outstanding mark of the musical mind is auditory imagery, 
which includes the capacity to hear music in recall, in 
creative work and to supplement images for actual physical 
sounds. 49 
By listening to music there arises an emotional response 
that can be expressed through creative writing. Seashore5° 
says: 
Music is essentially a play upon feeling with feeling. 
It is appreciated insofar as it arouses feeling and 
can be expressed only by active feeling. 
Murse11S1 suggests: 
48wa1 ter Raymond Spalding, Music A!! A£1 ~ !! Language (Boston: The Arthur P. Schmidt Company, 1920), p. 3. 
49carl E. Seashore, Psychology of Music (New York: 
Mc-Graw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 193~, p. 161. 
son.!!!., P· 19. 
51James L. Mursell, Education for Musical Growth 
(Boston: Ginn and Company, 1948), p:-35. 
~e development of the power to listen well, which is 
surely one of the capacities of the musical person, 
means a growing ability to catch and respond to the 
subtle emotional imitations and values of the music. 
Mursell52 continues to aver: 
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Listening •••• is in the profoundest sense a creative 
experience •••• It may be an essential means of reaching 
new understandings of the content of music itself. 
McMillan53 believes that creative experience is the discovery 
of a new ability, a new insight or realized understanding, 
and a venture into a new realm of experience. 
Pitts54 agrees with the theories stated above and says: 
••• the lifting of the imaginative mind up and away from 
restricting bonds of time and space is one of the 
purest functions of music. The material of music is, 
by its very nature, immaterial; therefore it releases 
the human spirit in realms of contemplation where the 
creative intelligence can act with peculiar freedom 
and grace. Moreover the material of music--tones in 
time--readily lends itself to associations with ideal 
values. 
The overall composition of music should convey a meaning to 
its listener as indicated by Mursell55: 
A musical composition like a poem is capable of pro-
ducing or expressing a definite emotional state or 
mood, which may be said to constitute its meaning. 
The responses of individuals listening to music vary. 
52James L. Mursell, Music Education Principles and 
Programs (Morristown, N.J.: Silver Burdett Oo., 1956y;-p. 30. 
53-McMillan, ~· £!!., pp. 101-102. 
54pitts, ££• £!1., pp. 73-74. 
5~ursell, Education~ Musical Growth, ~· £!!., p. 32. 
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According to Mursell56 there are two types of musical re-
sponses: mood-wise responses and association and imagery 
responses. The original responsiveness to music is tone; 
tonal stimulation has remarkable physical and mental effects 
upon humans i.e., changes in heartbeat and a change in a 
person's emotional condition. 
way: 
Pitts57 explains response to music in the following 
New words are created when the whole being vibrates in 
response to the wonderfulness of a quickened spirit 
that has found new awareness of itself and its relation 
to a living world. 
Seashore58 feels: 
What a listener shall hear in music depends upon what 
he is, or is capable of putting into it. Hearing is 
not a mere registering of sounds. It is a positive, 
active process, of reconstruction in the mind of the 
listener. 
In the same line of thinking, Mursell59 states: 
A musical composition, like a poem, is capable of 
producing or expressing a definite emotional state or 
mood, which may be said to constitute its meaning. 
56~., p. 35. 
57pitts, .sut• cit., p. 74. 
58seashore, .sut• £!1., p. 169. 
p9Mursell, Education for Musical Growth, ~· £!!., p. 32. 
CHAPTER III 
PLAN OF THE STUDY 
It was the purpose of this study to construct five 
long range lesson plans to improve the quality of elabora-
tive thinking, and expression of ideas as well as the 
structural quality of the students' writing. 
Music from the Baroque, Classical and Contemporary 
periods were selected to evoke imagery and stimulate the 
inner flow of ideas which later could be expressed in 
creative writing. Previous research showed music evoked a 
variety of types of imagery. 1 Other research reviewed 
showed that aside from music used as a motivating factor 
for creative writing, a third medium of tangible objects 
was utilized for stimulating impressions, and then the 
impressions were recorded. 2 The authors of this thesis 
chose to use music as the only stimulating factor and 
cr.eati ve writing directly succeeded the listening period. 
A majority of authors and experience indicate that 
children only improve the quality of writing when they are 
1Helen V. Barrett and Miller K. Ulle, "An Analysis of 
Imagery in Listening to Orchestral Music in Grades Six and 
Seven" (Unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University, 
Boston, 1956), pp. 51-52. 
2John Andrew Grillo and Dorothy B. Jennings, "The 
Construction and Evaluation of Seven Lessons Correlating 
Music and Creative Writing in Grades Three and Sixn 
(Unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University, Boston, 
1960), pp. 74-111. 
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able to analyze and correct their own errors. Although 
research shows th~ opportunity for error may increase when 
the opportunity for writing increases, the quality of 
writing is improved through directed proofreading.3 
The authors of this study selected for their experi-
ment a self-contained classroom consisting of twelve sixth 
grade children and ten fifth grade children. These 
children represent a group selected from forty-two sixth 
graders and forty-five fifth graders on the basis of their 
ability to work independently. 
After listening to the recordings, the authors selected 
passages from each which showed variation in mood, contrast 
and tone color. The chosen selections from each record 
· were played at the beginning of each week's lesson for 
first impressions and again on the second day presentation 
to reinforce and clarify initial imagery. 
Proofreading techniques were as follows. The first 
week the class was divided into six groups: two groups of 
three students, and four groups of four students. The 
teacher worked with these groups. The second week each 
child was assigned a partner for the first proofreading. 
The partners were put in groups and a second reading was 
done with these groups and the teacher. During the third 
3Faith Alpert et al., "Effect of Proofreading on 
Mechanics and Structure of Writing--Grades Four, Five and 
Six" (Unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University, 
Boston, 1956), p. 94. 
week partners were assigned and each pair of partners 
worked without the aid of the teacher. The fourth week 
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each student proofread his own paper and then conferred 
with the teacher. During the final week, the child proof-
read his paper independently. 
In order to rate the compositions resulting from the 
experiments shown in this thesis, the Anderson Scale was 
used. The Anderson Scale was developed to help teachers 
judge creative writing objectively. 4 It considers four 
important qualities of creative writing: Originality, 
vocabulary, organization and elaborative thinking. The 
authors studied the scale carefully and practiced using 
it extensively before applying it to the experimental 
group. 
THE FIVE LONG RANGE LESSON PLANS 
Week I 
Purposes: 
1. To stimulate children to draw from music certain 
impressions and ideas which could be expressed in 
creative writing. 
2. fo help the children translate their reactions to the 
music into colorful, descriptive and exact words as a 
basis for improved and enriched vocabulary. 
4Anderson et al., op. cit. 
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3. To introduce the symbols and use of proofreading as an 
aid in better communication of ideas and clarity in 
writing. 
4. To establish the value of a rough draft as a store-
house for idea building and to point out the need for 
a final draft to be used in an audience situation, the 
wall newspaper and finally the class magazine. 
Materials: 
1. Record: "Treasury of Symphonic Classics 11 Music 
Publishers of the World. "overture to the Barber of 
Seville" by Giachino i.ossini. 
2. Oak tag folders, yellow paper, white paper, pencils, 
pen~, and ink. 
First Day: 
1. Children were instructed to relax and let their minds 
wander as they listened to the music. No explicit 
directions were given to the children telling them why 
they were listening. 
2. After the first playing, the children were asked to 
think about the following questions: 
a. ~there did the music take you? 
b. What did you hear? 
c. What did you see? 
d. How did you feel? 
The pupils were then instructed to listen a second time 
to record their impressions and answer the following 
question: 
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a. What is happening? 
b. Where is this happening? 
c. When is this happening? In the evening? daytime? 
summer? winter? 
d. Are there people there? 
e. If so what kind? young? old? children? make 
believe? 
f. What could be happening in the beginning? 
g. Could they change when the music changed? 
4. The children recorded their impressions. 
Second Day: 
1. The papers containing the children's first impressions 
were returned. A discussion followed concerning ways 
and means of communicating impressions to other people 
through a wise choice of vocabulary. Areas covered 
were need for exact words, synonyms, antonyms, sensory 
words, and devices such as similes and metaphors. 
2. After this discussion the music was replayed while the 
children revised and refined their lists with the 
specific purpose in mind of using their impressions in 
a story. 
Third Day: 
1. The children reviewed their lists and chose those 
impressions which suggested to them setting, time and 
characters for a story, and composed a story. 
Fourth Day: 
1. The rough drafts were distributed, the symbols for 
I 
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proofreading for mechanical errors in spelling and 
punctuation were gone over using a sample story on the 
board. (See Appendix B for proofreading sheet) 
2. The teacher observed each child as he applied the 
correction symbols to his own paper. 
Fifth Day: 
1. The children were instructed to do their final draft. 
Week II 
Purpose: 
1. To motivate children to identify moods and feelings 
music can evoke and later express these feelings in 
creative writing. 
2. To show children how to obtain variety in sentence 
structure. 
3~. To increase the children's objectivity in proofreading 
by working in pairs to detect and correct run-on 
sentences. 
Materials: 
1. Record: "The Firebird Suite" by Igor Stravinsky, 
London CM9078. 
2. Yellow paper, white paper, pencils, pens, and ink. 
First Day: 
1. A discussion was lead about what contemporary music is 
and how it differs from other forms of music. 
2. After sighting specific differences, the children were 
instructed to listen to the musical excerpt and think 
about different kinds of moods and feelings that the 
music made them feel. 
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3. The following questions~re asked and the children 
wrote their responses as the music was played a second 
time. 
a. What was the strongest feeling you got from the 
music? 
b. Was it happy? sad? gay? 
c. Did you want to dance? run? cry? sing? smile? 
4. The children were instructed to write down their 
fe~ling words as the moods of the music changed. 
Second Day: 
1. The following questions were asked? 
a. Did the music remind you of any particular experience 
or place you had been when you felt the way the 
music made you feel? 
b. Can you describe this feeling so we will know how 
you felt? 
2. The children were then told that they could describe a 
feeling which the music has suggested. 
Third Day: 
1. A discussion was held to show the children how variety 
could be had in sentences by moving word groups about, 
by using various beginnings, and using transitional and 
bridge words. 
2. The children then applied these ideas to their stories 
by making insertions and deletions. 
Fourth Day: 
1. Instructions were given as to how to act as a pupil 
editor. Partners were chosen, the author read the 
story aloud as the editor read it silently. Both 
listened for complete sentences, both checked for 
spelling and punctuation and words omitted. 
2. They then discussed sentence structure and possible 
ways of smoothing out the compositions. 
Fifth Day: 
1. Children read rough draft for last time, and made 
necessary ~hanges. Then wrote final draft. 
Week III 
Purposes: 
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1. To have the children understand that they should write 
down what the music suggests and not what their minds 
suggest. 
2. To have the children organize their unrelated impres-
sions in a story form. 
Materials: 
1. Record: "Piano Concerto No. 2 inC Minor" by Sergei 
Rachmaninoff, RCA Victor LCT 1014. 
2. Yellow paper, white paper, pencils, pens, and ink. 
First Day: 
1. The excerpt was played. 
2. The question was asked how does the music differ from 
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previous music heard? The idea was elicited that 
different solo instruments of the orchestra as well as 
different patterns, e.g. solo instrument and orchestra, 
orchestra alone, solo instrument and a few other 
instruments, can all suggest different ideas that are 
not necessarily related. 
3. The recording was played again. This time the children 
consciously made note of and recorded the ideas that 
the different patterns suggested to them. 
Second Day: 
1. A discussion was held on how to develop a story from 
unrelated ideas. 
2. Five non-related nouns were written on the board: 
bread, coat, floor, airplane, and symbol. Orally the 
children tied these unrelated nouns into a sequence of 
events. 
Third Day: 
1. Story plots from previous reading assignments were 
discussed in terms of sequence and organization. The 
point was made that a plot was a series of steps. 
2. Using the unrelated ideas they recorded while listening 
to the music, they wrote a story. 
Fourth Day: 
1. A sample story was projected on the chalkboard. The 
story was corrected for many errors in the following 
manner: 
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a. One pupil read a sentence orally and pointed out 
capitalization and punctuation needs. He also 
noted any words that the class should discuss for 
possible improvement in word choice. 
b. Another pupil followed the above procedure in the 
second sentence. Several children were given this 
opportunity until the story was completed. 
2. During the remainder of the language arts period, the 
children worked in partners correcting their rough 
drafts. 
Fifth Day: 
1. Each individual looked over his rough draft and prepared 
the final copy. 
Week IV 
Purposes: 
1. To develop elaborative thinking through the use of a 
character suggested by the music. 
2. To delineate the steps in making a character have a 
definite personality. 
3. To help the child toward independent proofreading 
through individual conferences with the teacher. 
Materials: 
1. Record: "Symphony No. 6 in F major, Opus 68" by Ludwig 
Van Beethoven, Columbia ML5057. 
2. Yellow paper, white paper, pencils, pens, and ink. 
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First Day: 
1. The students were told to think about a character and 
the possible experiences the character may have had 
while they listened to the music. 
2. The students were told during the first time the record 
was played they would think about their character and 
if an idea about the character came to them they could 
jot it down, but the record would be played a second 
time if they wanted to wait. 
Second Day: 
1. Discussion of various familiar story characters followed 
and questions were asked: 
a. What specific quality does the story character have? 
~ b. What does he look like? 
c. Would you like him for a friend? 
1. The children elaborated on their original ideas and 
wrote stories about the character the music suggested 
to them. 
Third Day: 
1. Various techniques for making characters emerge as rea+ 
personalities were discussed such as the part played 
by conversation, descriptive words, and.the way 
characters react to a given set of circumstances. 
2. Rough drafts were completed. 
Fourth Day: 
1. Individual teacher-pupil conferences were held and 
proofreading was done by the child while the teacher 
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observed. 
2. The teacher's role was to pick out positive qualities. 
The students made the final evaluation. 
Fifth Day: 
1. The students reread the rough drafts and made their 
final copy. 
Week V 
Purposes: 
1. To have the children develop independent impressions. 
2. To see what the children would do with independent 
creative l~iting when music was used as the only 
motivating factor. 
3. To allow the children freedom of choice in medium of 
expression, i.e. prose or poetry. 
4. To have the pupils proofread independently. 
Materials: 
1. Record: "Concerto inC major for Diverse Instruments 
(with mandolins)" and "Concerto in D minor for Oboe, 
Strings, and Cembalo 11 by Antonio Vivaldi, Columbia 
ML5451. 
2. Yellow paper, white paper, pencils, pens, and ink. 
First Day: 
1. During this week the children were told, for the most 
part they were going to work independently to produce 
a story or poem as they chose. 
2. They were supplied with materials and the recording was 
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played twice. 
Second Day: 
1. The record was played at the beginning of the period 
and the children were allowed to write as they chose. 
Third Day: 
1. Time was allowed for completing their rough drafts. 
Fourth Day: 
1. Instructions for independent proofreading were given 
as follows: 
a. Place in the top corner of your rough draft these 
words and numbers 1. title 
2. sentences 
.3. spelling 
4. extras 
b. After proofreading for each of the above four areas, 
make a check mark in the top corner of your paper 
next to each number. 
c. The teacher's initials were put on the rough drafts 
as the students completed the checking. 
Fifth Day: 
1. The students wrote their final drafts. 
2. Each student reviewed his five final drafts and chose 
the one he thought was most successful to submit to 
the class magazine. 
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Included in Appendix C are copies of compositions of 
two children developed by the long range plan. The first 
five compositions are samples of the better responses in 
the study. The last five compositions are samples of 
poorer responses. 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
It was the purpose of this study to construct five 
long range lesson plans to improve the quality of elabora-
tive thinking, and expression of ideas as well as the 
structural quality of the fifth and sixth grade students' 
writing. 
Every child wrote five compositions stimulated by the 
five different types of motivation provided in the lessons. 
Each composition was rated by the Anderson Scale. 1 
Previous to the study, each author independently graded 
twenty-six compositions and compared the evaluations. 
The results showed the variation of scores was within a 
range of one point. This variation was considered reliable 
by the builders of the Anderson Scale. 
The resulting data were analyzed statistically. Since 
all data were handled in ungrouped form, the following 
procedures were used in establishing the various statis-
tics. The arithmetic mean of all scores was obtained by 
use of the formula: 2 
1Anderson et al., op. cit. 
2James E. Wert, Charles 0. Neidt and J. Stanley Ahman, 
Statistical Methods In Education and Psychological Research 
(New York: Appleton:Century-Crofts, Inc., 1954), p. 24. 
x =Ex 
1f 
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Where X equals the mean, Ex is the sum of the scores and N 
is the number of cases. 
In determining the standard deviation, the following 
formula was used: 
c;=lix2Nf 
Where 0 equals the standard deviation, zx2 is the sum of 
the squares of the scores, x2 is the mean squared. 
The statistically meaningful way in which to describe 
the difference between two groups is to determine the 
critical ratio from the difference of the means. This ratio 
may be expressed by the formula: 
-C. R. = X1- X~ 
SE 
diff x1 x2 
Wert3 makes the following statement concerning the 
interpretation of the critical ratio: 
In many cases a comparison is desired of the 
means of two samples from a given population. For 
example, a first sample may give a mean value of 72 
and a second sample a mean value of 74. A difference 
of two points is noticed between these means. The 
difference between two means will fluctuate in 
successive samples; and, consequently, the difference 
of two means has a standard error of a difference 
between two means. When the difference between these 
two means is divided by the standard error of that 
difference, a ratio is found which is sometimes 
called the critical ratio. Whenever this ratio is 
unity, the chances are 68 in 100 that the difference 
is too great to be the result of sampling fluctu-
ations; whenever this ratio is two, the chances are 
95 in 100 that the difference is too great to be the 
3James E. Wert, Educational Statistics (New York and 
London: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1938), p. 145. 
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result of sampling fluctuations; and, whenever the 
ratio is three or more, it is a practical certainty 
that the difference is too great to be attributed to 
the fluctuations of sampling, the difference is 
called significant. 
Table one shows the central tendency and variability 
of intelligent quotients of the class members used in the 
study. These scores are based on the Otis Quick-Scoring 
Mental Ability Test (Beta). 
TABLE 1 
CENTRAL TENDENCY AND VARIABILITY OF INTELLIGENT QUOTIENTS 
No. of Students Range Mean S. D. 
21 117-137 126.71 3. 
An examination of the table shows that the average 
pupil used in the study had an above average intelligent 
quotient. 
Tables t1vo through six show a comparison of the mean 
scores on the five long range lessons. 
TABLE 2 
· COMPARISON OF MEAN GROWTH BETWEEN LESSON 1 AND LESSON 2 
Lesson No. Mean S. D. S. E.m Diffm s. E.diff 
One 21 5,46 2.05 .44 
Two 21 5.28 2.52 .55 
. 18 • 70 
C. R. 
.26 
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An examination of Table 2 shows the difference between 
means is .18. This difference yields a critical ratio of 
.26 which is not statistically significant. 
TABLE 3 
COMPARISON OF MEAN GROWTH BETWEEN LESSON 2 AND LESSON 3 
Lesson No. 
Two 21 
Three 21 
Mean s. D. 
5.28 2.52 
6. 14 1. 82 
S. E. 
m 
.44 
.39 
Diff 
m 
• 86 
S. E. diff 
.53 
C. R. 
1. 60 
An examination of Table 3 shows the difference between 
means is .86. This difference yields a critical ratio of 
1.60 which is not statistically significant. 
TABLE 4 
COMPARISON OF I-1EAN GRmiTH BETWEEN LESSON 3 AND LESSON 4 
Lesson No. Mean s. D. S. E.m Diffm s. E.diff C. R. 
Three 21 
Four 21 
6. 14 1 • 82 
7.90 2.09 
.39 
.45 
1. 76 .59 2.98 
An examination of Table 4 shows the difference between 
means is 1.76. This difference yields a critical ratio of 
2.98 which is statistically significant at the one per cent 
level. (C. R. = 2.56) 
"' 
TABLE 5 
COMPARISON OF MEAN GROWTH BETWEEN LESSON 4 AND LESSON 5 
Lesson No. Mean s. D. s. E.m Diffm s. E.diff C. R • 
Four 21 
Five 21 
7.90 
8.04 
2.09 
1.99 
• 45 
.43 
• 14 • 61 .23 
An examination of Table 5 shows the difference between 
means is .14. This difference yields a critical ratio of 
.23. This is not statistically significant. 
TABLE 6 
CO~~ARISON OF MEAN GROWTH BETWEEN LESSON 1 AND LESSON 5 
Lesson No. Mean s. D. s. ""' J!i.m Diffm s. E.diff C. R. 
One 21 5.46 2.05 .44 
2.58 .61 4.22 
Five 21 8.04 1.99 .43 
An examination of Table 6 shows the difference between 
means is 2.58. This difference yields a critical ratio of 
4.22 which is statistically significant at the one per cent 
level. This shows that there wa:s substantial growth in 
creative writing ability from the beginning to the conclu-
sion of the experiment. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Summary 
It was the purpose of this study to determine the 
effectiveness of music as a motivating factor in stimu-
lating creative writing, and to determine whether 
proofreading would affect the creative quality of that 
writing. 
Five long range lesson plans motivated by music and 
designed to improve the quality of creative writing were 
presented to a combination fifth and sixth grade. 
Proofreading techniques were introduced each week to be 
used as the need arose. 
Conclusions 
1. Music, as a motivating factor, stimulates the child's 
growth in creative writing ability. The critical 
ratio~ ~of 4. 22 indicates a statistically significant 
difference between lessons one and five. 
2. The growth in creative writing ability from lesson 
to lesson, although not statistically significant, 
was consistent (with the exception of the differences 
occurring between lessons one and two). It would 
appear, therefore, that use of the proofreading 
technique was not detrimental to growth in creative 
writing. 
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3. An examination of all the compositions resulting from 
the study indicated that the group as a whole con-
ceived similar colors from each record. In the first 
compositions shades of yellow and green were most 
often mentioned. In the second set of compositions 
shades of red and orange were most often noted, 
whereas in set five, blue and green predominated. 
4. In some oases, particularly boys, a recurrent theme 
prevailed. As an example, one boy wrote each time 
about some phase of fishing, but the mood and approach 
to the subject in each story varied. 
5. 
6. 
Some children who had previously responded imagina-
tively in creative writing were not stimulated by 
the music. 
An examination of the words and phrases written on 
the children's first "impressionn sheets indicated 
an emotional reaction to the music. Often in the 
transition from the "impression" sheet to the com-
position some of the freedom and freshness of the 
original expression were lost. 
7. In the final analysis by statistics and observation 
it is clear that music does stimulate most children 
toward greater creatiVity in writing and that proof-
reading, editing, and revising papers, when done by 
the children themselves, not only produces a better 
quality product but does not damage the creative 
effort. 
/ 
Suggestions for Further Research 
1. An investigation should be made to determine whether 
or what the difference is between simple self-
expression and true creativity. 
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2. ~ experiment should be set up to measure the actual 
carry over of proofreading techniques to creative 
writing when the proofreading is taught only through 
practical writing. 
3. The research in creativity which is being done outside 
the field of education should be recognized, measured, 
evaluated and applied to education whenever possible. 
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APPENDIX A 
APPENDIX A 
SCALE FOR EVALUATION OF CREATIVE WRITING 
Manual of Directions for Final Scale 
For ease and facility in using this scale the teacher 
should be thoroughly familiar with the definitions of·each 
of the four categories--originality, vocabulary, organi-
zation and elaborative writing, and the descriptive 
phrases for each of the sub-categories. 
Each one of the four categories is divided into four 
sub-categories. Each sub-category represents a numerical 
value; the values range from 3 to o. The underlined words 
in a sub-category state the qualities that must be present 
for a composition to merit the corresponding value. The 
descriptive phrases which follow help to define the under-
lined words. 
Procedure for scoring: 
1. Be thoroughly familiar with the scale. 
2. Read the composition. 
3. Refer to the first category--originality. 
a. Read the definitions. 
b. Read the underlined word in each sub-category. 
c. Refer to descriptive phrases for clarification. 
1Anderson et al., op. cit. 
d. Select the sub-category that best describes 
the composition. 
e. Score the composition with the corresponding 
numerical value. 
4. Use the above procedure for each of the other 
categories. 
5. Tally the four scores to obtain your total. 
Twelve represents the maximum score; zero repre-
sents the minimumscore. 
Originality 
Definition: An original composition contains unusual 
thought and/or unique arrangements of ordinary words to 
give freshness to a common idea. 
Rate 3 if the composition contains the following: 
unique, different or unexpected ideas or words 
arranged throughout to produce an unusual effect. 
individual interpretations of ordinary thoughts 
new ways of telling something 
unusual placement of words 
fresh interpretation of an old idea by unusual 
play on words or word order 
Rate 2 if the composition contains the following: 
frequent use of original ideas or frequent use of 
words arranged so as to produce an unusual effect. 
Rate 1 if the composition contains the following: 
occasional use of original ideas; or occasional use 
of words arranged so as to produce an unusual effect. 
Rate 0 if the composition contains the following: 
conventional ideas; commonplace word patterns. 
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Vocabulary 
Definition: Use of words to express a particular thought 
or idea. 
Rate 3 if the composition contains the following: 
a variety of clear, precise words and unusually 
descriptive and vivid words. 
words that appeal to the senses 
choice selective words which develop shades of 
meaning 
actions clearly shown by use of specific words 
synonyms and antonyms which enhance word pictures 
colorful, picturesque, effective similes and/or 
metaphors 
Rate 2 if the composition contains the following: 
words that are adequately descriptive but lack overall 
excellence. 
sporadic use of vivid words or phrases 
some good similes and/or metaphors 
Rate 1 if the composition contains the following: 
some appropriate words with little variety of word 
choice. 
very few descriptive or picture words 
common overworked similes and/or metaphors 
words that produce vague impressions 
Rate 0 if the composition contains the following: 
only commonplace words without variety. 
trite, ineffective, dull words which are 
monotonous 
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Organization 
Definition: Organization is the sequential arrangement of 
ideas. 
Rate 3 if the composition contains the following: 
oontinuity and logical clear arrangement of relevant 
thoughts. 
no irrelevant details 
build-up of ideas exactly suitable to express 
mood of story 
main idea fully expressed 
all minor ideas supporting major idea 
Rate 2 if the composition contains the following: 
main idea clearly stated, but relevant thoughts lack 
continuity and logical clear arrangement. 
no irrelevant ideas 
no consistency in build-up of ideas that express 
mood created 
main idea fully expressed 
some minor ideas poorly arranged 
Rate 1 if the composition contains the following: 
a main idea with some irrelevant ideas. 
relevant ideas poorly developed and illogically 
arranged 
jumbled arrangement of thoughts which detract 
from mood 
important elements of composition placed where 
they are least effective 
Rate 0 .if the composition contains the following: 
overall impression of disorder because of illogical 
sequence of ideas. 
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disorganized, needless digression 
irrelevant material more prominent than topic 
minor ideas dwarfing major ideas 
Elaborative Writing 
Definition: Elaborative writing is an abundance of 
appropriately related ideas fluently expressed. 
Rate 3 if the composition contains the following: 
a wealth of ideas which have depth, scope, and feeling. 
full treatment of the subject through ample, 
unrestrained details which give clarity and 
color 
associated ideas which are fully developed and 
follow each other easily and naturally 
Rate 2 if the composition contains the following: 
ideas which are clear and flow smoothly but lack full 
development because of incomplete treatment of the 
subject. 
Rate 1 if the composition contains the following: 
limited ideas or stilted and restrained ideas which 
prevent continuity, smooth relationships and 
associations. 
inadequate details 
Rate 0 if the composition contains the following: 
ideas suggested but never carried out. 
no details 
barrenness of expression 
confused impressions 
jumbled and disassociated thoughts 
.APPENDIX B 
Symbol 
Sp 
s 
:p 
Cap 
ww 
1\ 
Awk 
Sense 
Facts 
t 
AP:PENDIX B 
LANGUAGE CORRID TION SYMBOLS 
Error 
Spelling 
Sentence Error 
:Punctuation Error 
Capital letter error 
Wrong Word 
Something has been left 
out 
Awkward construction 
This does not make sense 
I question your facts 
Incorrectly paragraphed 
The tense of the verb is 
incorrect 
Example 
Sp 
Dick is a funx boy. 
When you go. S 
It is Friday S it is 
the last day of the 
week. 
What are you doing. :P 
Cap 
My brother, paul, goes 
to school. 
ww 
There kept in a box. 
ww 
His pitcher is on display. 
I always walk school. 
1\ 
He walks that way every 
Awk 
day almost. 
Sense 
The United States leads 
the world in food. 
Lincoln was our 
first :President. Facts 
"* t 
Mr. Toad sees the air-
plane and the book 
ended. 
APPENDIX C 
~Pmmxo 
SM{PLES OF BETTER RESPONSES TO STUDY 
Ohlld 1A 
Mysterious Departure 
A quiet, deathly stillness hangs over a desert in 
Arabia. Evening creeps softly on as day changes into 
night. Numberless stretches of sand glisten, and reflect 
the light of the evening moon. A lone tent is staked on 
the desert. The moon is reflected on the stretched camel 
skin, also. 
From within the tent comes the soft sound of slippers, 
dancing over a camel's hair rug. A young maiden is 
dancing for her Arabian father. His tent is all lit up, 
from the light of a fire. Twisting and leaping all in one 
motion, the fire is magnificent. The red-gold flames 
light the Arab's tent, as the fire leaps higher and higher. 
Suddenly, the Arab utters a sharp cry in his native 
tongue. Quickly the maiden stops dancing, and the fire is 
extinguished. The Arab and his daughter hurriedly pack up 
their belongings and their tent, and silently ride off on 
big-footed camels. The long sands remain unmoved, and 
stillness shrouds the empty desert. 
Child 1B 
Foreboding 
Depression was in the whispering breeze, 
Which was rapidly dying down, 
Depression hung o'er the iron-gray trees, 
With dark, knotted limbs hanging low, 
Shadows of evening purple were creeping, 
And no silver moon was shining, 
A lake's waters dark near shore were seeping 
Barren rocks loomed high, forbidding, 
No silvery stars did shine faithfully, 
Upon barren ground and waters, 
Twas too forbidding for any light, truly, 
To shine here in such surroundings. 
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Child 1 C 
Rapturous Spring 
The forest was peaceful and quiet in the morning 
air. There was but one sound, the thin, delicate twittering 
of a robin. The red-breasted merrymaker was joyously 
welcoming the silent spring. A warm, southern breeze 
glided through the budding plants, and swished a large, 
thick-trunked willow. Small little dandelions rocked in 
the cool shelter of a thin, spindly silver birch. Their 
sunny petals, like eager faces, were raised, ready to 
catch and toss about the first golden ray of the morning 
sun. Majestic roses, of royal red, climbed up the old 
willow. Violets, of deep, kingly purple, nodded their 
tiny petals to each other, and to a small buttercup clump. 
Buttercups are true signs of spring; spring with all her 
flowering children, in her home of dark, green foliage. 
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Child 1D 
Conceit 
Calm and sleepy, in the early morning, was the forest. 
No bird or creature with any sense would allow himself to 
be seen, for this was the dreaded hunting season. The 
far off thundering and booming of black, ugly, cruel guns 
could be heard. In the midst of this crashing the shrill, 
sharp cry of a gleaming male bluejay pierced the air. 
Across the brook his strident mate replied. The fatuous 
male fluttered about, twittering like some chicken oblivious 
of the guns. He was bubbling over with self-esteem because 
of his glossy blue, black, and snowy-white feathers. His 
quick, black eyes flashed about boastfully as he attempted 
to sing in a sweet, melodious voice. A harsh, squawky 
croak was all that came out from that cotton-white throat! 
A mockingbird twittered, and mimicked the proud pretender. 
The bluejay screeched, and pecked furiously at the 
mimicking, gray bird. How their feathers flew, and 
scattered in the wind! Tittering joyously at the jay 1 s 
wrath, the witty mockingbird darted into a hollow tree 
trunk. The bluejay, like a triumphant king, flashed about, 
showing himself off in a lordly manner. From within the 
old hollow tree echoed the scornful, disgusted cackles of 
one who knew better. 
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Child 1E 
The Gull 
Rossetta balanced herself on the dock as she worriedly 
scanned the turquoise waters of the seaport of Marseilles. 
Her brown hair scattered in the salt sea breeze, as she 
strained her soft dark eyes, trying to see her pet seagull. 
She had seen the creamy gull fly away with the flock when 
they went southward. However, he had always flown right 
back to her after his mating was finished. Oh, how she had 
missed his soft cooing, and silky feathers during the long 
winterl 
But now, it was Spring, and her dazzling gull would 
soon come back, wheeling and diving with the flock. 
Suddenly, she saw the flock, a glistening, white 
spectical. A single gull flew near her, then flung himself 
in the splattering waves, soaking young Rossetta, and 
splashing water on his own silky feathers. Rossetta 
struggled to clutch the mischievous white wonder, which was 
her wild pet. The gull cooed and soloed for her. He, too, 
was glad that the rough trip north, and the unbearable 
strain of waiting and watching was over. 
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SAMPLES OF POORER RESPOUSES TO STUDY 
Child 2A 
The Storm 
A cold, wet rain is falling on John and me as we hurry 
to school. All of a sudden a fierce wind blows us over. 
We are quite wet and discouraged. John barks as we get 
up, "Let's get out of this rain before we turn into 
puddles." 
We stop in a garage around the corner. John quickly 
places his books down and starts muttering to himself. 
Just when John is going to sit down, an old lady comes 
walking in with a basket full of apples. John politely 
says, "We are leaving now." 
The old lady just gives a mean look to John and leaves. 
Quickly John and I pick our books up and 1ve run out into 
the cold rain. I yell to John as we start to walk fast, 
"We'd better hurry up or else we will be late." 
The rain is now letting up and we slow down. In the 
distance we can see the school. We hear the bell ring as 
we cross the street. Luckily John and I make it to school 
just before the second bell rings. As I sit down, I see 
through a window the sun shining brightly. 
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Child 2B 
The Chase 
On March 15, 1962, a tall dark boy named John Stitu 
was pursued by two other boys in Norwood, Ohio. John knew 
Where a cave was nearby. This cave had a secret entrance. 
He did not know what it led to, but he-knew it was his only 
hope. John started to puff and slow down. He could hear 
his heart beat like a ball thrown at the floor. His legs 
strained. His pursuers were slowly gaining. 
Around a big boulder in front of John was the cave. 
Quickly John climbed into the opening. He heard his pur-
suers stop. John quickly got up and started to run. The 
cave was damp, narrow, and as black as night. John 
stumbled and fell; he knew his pursuers would soon find the 
opening. Dragging his feet wearily, John trudged on. His 
face was red, his feet strained, his heart beat fast. 
He saw light ahead. He ran faster and faster. He 
knew this must be a town. Finally he stumbled out of the 
cave. He lay there for about fifteen minutes catching his 
breath. He was free, he had no idea of where he was, but 
all he cared about was that he was freel 
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Child 20 
The Seashore 
The bright, golden, red sun gleams on the choppy 
waters of the Mediterranean Sea. The water glimmers like 
jello. The playful wistful waves are now briskly dashing 
driftwood upon the shore. After washing pieces of drift-
wood on the shoreboard the waves quickly retreat. The 
murky, hazy fog starts rolling in. The sunset in a 
distance looks like an orangish, yellowish stream of dust. 
You hear the monotonous sound of a foghorn. Quickly the 
blue mist covers the peaceful, restful sea. 
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Child 2D 
The Weary Climb 
Slowly the weary climber halted. He had to stop. 
Night was drawing nigh. Quickly he gathered some kindling 
and started a warm fire. Ahead of him was a long difficult 
task. This climber wanted to climb the king of mountains, 
the Matahorn. In the distance the climber saw the bright 
red sunset, hoping tomorrow would be a good day. Quietly 
he slipped into his bedroll. 
The next morning he awakened to see the beautiful 
sight of daybreak. On the ground lay dew and mist. Slowly 
the sun rose to its pinnacle leaving in its path, bright 
beams of light. Fog covered the high peak of the mountain. 
As the day continued the climber found it harder to 
conquer his task. The golden red sun made his climb feel 
hopeful. 
In a matter of two hours the climber was within two 
feet of the snowcapped summit. 
Carefully the weary climber placed his flag showing 
he was the first to succeed in climbing the king mountain 
in Europe. 
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Child 2E 
Above the Frostbitten Land 
As the bright, gleaming stars slowly appeared in the 
sky, trees, bushes, and flowers were sprayed with shivering 
waves of frost. All trees, flowers, and bushes were left 
in sad, cold loneliness. The trees drooped with icicles 
hanging from their branches. The bushes were left swaying 
to one side. The flowers quickly closed up and died. The 
grass with all its white frosty crystals shone brightly in 
the moonlight. 
Above this frostbitten land, the moon and stars 
showed their light joyously. The big dipper was slowly 
formed by seven glowing stars; Above the big dipper was 
the bright, commanding north star. To the left of this 
star was the moon, made up of craters and seas. As the 
night continued, the moon and stars.· slowly started to 
disappear. Quietly the sun began to rise melting away 
all the frost left on the trees, bushes, and flowers. The 
land was now left in warm happiness. 
